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INTRODUCTION.

All the observations made upon the Grreat Comet of 1882 (Comet II (h), 1882)

at the Naval Observatory are here collected and arranged in a form in which they

will be readily available. Observations of position, with the transit circle and

equatorials, and descriptions or measurements of the nucleus, head, tail, and "outer-

envelope," are arranged, first chronologically, and then summarized in tables, and

illustrated by drawings.

Most of the work was done by the observers at such times as could be sparad

from more important duty, and this will, perhaps, account for the lack of complete-

ness of the observations in some particulars ; but it is hoped that the data presented

will be found of value hv any one desiring to make a complete discussion of this very

interesting comet.

Position of the Observatory:

Latitude = 38° 53' 38".8* North.

Longitude rr 5'' 8'" 1 2'.09t West of Greenwich.

(Jkservers.—The observers taking part in the observations were:

Prof A. Hall, U. S. N.

Commander W. T. Sampson, U. S. N.

Prof J. R. Eastman, U. S. N.

Prof. Edgar Frisbv, U. 8. N.

Assistant Astronomer A. N. Skinner.

Assistant Astronomer Williaji C. Winlock.

Instruments.—The instruments employed were :

Tlie 26-iiirh Eqaatorlal, with magnifying powers of 186 and 383 diameters. The

value of one revolution of the micrometer screw, 9".94790, or with sufficient accuracy

for our present purpose 9". 95, is that given by Professor Holden in Appendix 1,

Washington Observations, iS 77, page 41. A full description of the instrument may
be found in Appendix 1 to the Washington Observations for 1874, page 26.

'Y\\& fiudci- to tiie 26-inch Equatorial has an aperture of about 5 inches, magnify-

ing power 30.

The g.6'i)/ih TJ/jHuforial.—'I'he magnifying power was not particularly noted, but

was, on nearly every occasion, that of 132 diameters. The value of one revolution

'Washington Observations, 1864, Introduction, p. xliv.

t Report of the Siiperintentlenl o( the Uiiiled States Coast Survey, 1S74, p. 182.
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of tlie micrometer scren', 13". 3 78, was deduced by Mr. Winslow Optox from a, series

of observations of transits in ( )ctobei", 1880.

For a full description of the instrument see Appendix I, Washington Observations,

1874, page 19.

The ,/indi'r lias an object-glass of 2.6 inches aperture; magnifj-ing power, 19.8.

Tniiisit Circlfi.—Aperture, S. 5 inches
; magnifying power, 186. A description of

the instrument may be found in Appendix I, Wasliington Observations, 1874, page

2 1; or a condensed description, with the method of reducing observations, in an}- of

the more recent annual volumes.

Comd-srelrr.—Aperture, 4 inches; magnifying power, 19. (See Appendix I,

Wasliington ( )bservations, 1S74, page 20.)

The Spcdrosropr used was of the direct vision, 5-prisni pattern, by Browning. It

Was attached to the 4-inch comet-seeker.



OBSERVATIONS IN DETAIL.

September 19.1, 1882. Observer: Frisby. 9.6-inch Equatorial.

The comet was first seen shortly after noon September 19, and was visible for

several honrs to the naked eye al)Out 28 minutes [ireceding the Sun, and I'^.i farther

south. In the 9.6-inch Equatorial and its finder it presented very much the appearance

of a bird with wings extended.

i\n observation of position was made by Professor Frisuy at about 2''. 8 Wash-

ington mean time. Two independent pointings were made on the comet, and the

corrections to the circles were afterwards found by observing all four limbs of the iSun.

The results of all observations of position will b(i found in the tal)les on

pages 34 and 36.

September 19.8, 1882. Observer : Frisby. 9.6inch Equatorial.

Observation of position: The comet, observed over tln-ee right ascension threads

and "bisected" at eacli thread, another setting of the hour-circle made, and the comet

observed over foui' right ascension threads and bisected at each thread. The circle

corrections were found by two pointings upon a Leonis. No note was made of the

part of the nucleus observed.

September 19,9, 1882. Observer: Winlock. Transit Circle.

Observed the comet ou the meridian. Not at all ti ditticult object. It presented

very much the appearace of a bird with wings spread. The wings joined the "body"

of the nucleus near the foUoivinr/ end, and it was this point of connection that I

observed.

( )bservation made with full apertiu'e : very satisfactory.

Plate I\' is intended to show the part of the nucleus which was observed on the

different dates with tlie transit circle. The double horizontal lines are the declination

threads with which the l)isections are made. Tiie vertical line represents a right

ascension thread, so that the intersection of the middle of the space between the hori-

zontal threads with tlie vertical thread is the part of the nucleus which it is intended

to indicate.

September 20.9, 1882. Observer : Skinner. Transit Circle.

Meridian observation of position. The i)art observed was the "region of greatest

condensation."

230!) Ai'L- I -2 y
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September 23.8, 1882. Observer : Skinner. 9.6-inch Equatorial.

Two indei>eiKlen"t pointing.s were made apon a Hydrse to deterniiue the correc-

tions to tlie circles, then three independent determinations of the comet's right ascen-

sion, and two of dechnation.

September 28.7, 1882. Observer: Skinner.

Ver^- brilliant and splendid object.

NiiCLKUS very sharp and stellar.

Tail reached from nucleus fully half way to a Hydrte (15°). At its extremity

it was about i°.5 broad. A dark streak extended down the tail. Tail slightly curved,

with concavity on north side.

September 29.7, 1882. Observer : Frisby 9.6-inch Equatorial.

Five independent observations of the comet's position were made, and the correc

tions to the circles were found from three similar observations of a Hydras.

The Nucleus was extended about 15" in the direction of the tail, was quite irreg-

ular in shape, and not more than 3" wide in the widest part.

The Tail was well defined and sharp, about 15° in length, terminating suddenly.

October 1.7, 1882. Observer ; Frisby. 9.6-inch Equatorial.

Five observations of the position of the coinet were made and the circles cor-

rected by a pointing on a Hydree.

October 2.8, 1882. Observer: Winlock. 9.6 inch Equatorial.

Examined the Nucleus of the great comet with a magnifying power of 132 diam-

eters. It presented a woolly appearance and was almost circular, with a slight indi-

cation of "wings" projecting on each side. No record was made of any elongation

or division.

Seeing was not very good, and the comet was lost in the mist and twilight.

The Tail extended about 0.9 of the distance to a Hydrse (19°) and seemed

remarkabl}^ narrow.

The rapid approach of daylight prevented an accurate observation of position,

October 4.7, 1882. Observer : Frisby. 9.6-inch Equatorial.

" Comet iiortli, folldn-hifi star." Eight comparisons of star and comet were made

in right ascension and four in declination. The star was identified as Weisse X, 539,

or Schjelleruj) 3883. In the reduction, half weight was given to the ^^"eisse place.

The Nucleus was somewhat longer and was n>ore spread out than on pre\ioiis

mornings. There was a small central condensation, about 0.75 of the length of the

nucleus from its upper end, /'. e., from the end nearest the tail. This central con-

densation was the point observed.

The Tail was 17° to 18° long.
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October 6.7, 1882. Observer : Frisby. 9.6-inch Equatorial.

"Comet iiortli, foUotvin/j star." Thirty-one coinpari.soii8 of rig-lit ascen.sion were
made, and seven of declination. The star was identified as Weisse X, 515, or Lamont

753-

"'J'he NiCLEUS this morning has at least two condensations of hght, possibly

three ; it is, however, conthiuons. The north side of the tail has another faint but

well-defined envelope extending beyond the head, A vacant space commenced about

lialf way up the tail and extended out to the extrenn'ty farthest from the head."

October 6.7, 1882. Observer: Winlock. 9.6-inch Equatorial. 4-inch Comet-Seeker.

L examined the nucleus with tlie 9.6-inch equatorial, magnifying })0wer of 132,

and the outline of the head and tail, with the comet-seeker having an eve-piece mag-
nifying thirty times.

Nucleus.—The nucleus seemed to be made up of ihree l)right points; the middle

point being the largest and brightest; the following point, or one towards the sun,

scarcely visible, and the preceding point indi.stinct and prolonged in the direction

of the tail. The light was nowhere discontinuous between these points, and in tlie

comet-seeker the nucleus presented itself as an oblong, nebulous mass.

The width of the main point of condensation, and its accompanying envelope,

from a rough measurement with the micrometer, was 0.29 rev. (r rev. iz: 15". 3 78), or

about 4", and its length about three times its width, or 12". The whole length of

what we may call the nucleus, that is, of the nebulous mass inmiediately surrounding

and connecting the three bright points, was estimated at 25'' or 30".

Heaij.—The head was not symmetrically disposed about the nucleus, but extended

farther out on the upper or southern side than on the northern side. I noticed, also,

that the axis of the head was slightly inclined to that of the nucleus. The head was
a little flattened on the north. Nucleus and head disappeared in the 9.6-inch at i y^ 50"',

Washington mean time.

Tail.— Tlie tail extended about seven-eighths of the distance to a Hydra', or

about 17°. On tlie northern side it was slightly concave, and was brightest about 8°

from the head, near the southern side, while just north of this bright part was seen an

almost black "fissure" extending 4° or ^°. At its extremity the tail wa,s about 3°

wide, but was broken and ragged on the northern edge.

Outer-Envelopk.—'I'here was noticed, for the first time, what appeared to be a

faint, nebulous "outer-envelope," some 30' to 45' in width, projecting about 65' beyond
the head, but not completely surrounding it. At first 1 could trace this envelope on the

northern side only, extending in an almost straight, faint, but very sharp line, in a

direction generall}' parallel to the axis of the head, and about o°.5 distant, till it was

lost, about 1° beyond the head. xV little later, as tlie twilight was increasing, i made
out a streak south of the head but much closer in, extending no furtlier than the head.

This envelope was brightest near the outer edge and faded away till there was hardh-

fi trace of it close in to the head proper. I followed it back several degrees in the

direction of the tail. < )u the south side it passed outside a star of the 7th magnitude,

afterwai'ds identified as Weisse X, 515, Avhile on the north it passed just inside a 9th
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magnitude star identitied as Weisse X, 526. The observations were made at about

I y^.s, mean time.

Plate V, Octoher 6.yi, \A'ill show, as accurately as the scale will permit, the

outlines of the outer-envelope and tail, plotted b}^ the help of a Hydrfi^ and the

Weisse stars mentioned above.

October 7.7, 1882. Observer ; Winlock. 9.6-iiich Equatorial. 4-inch Comet-Seeker.

Nucleus.—When the nucleus first appeared above the fog, I failed to make out

any bright points of condensation ; later, however, as the seeing became better, the

condensations were seen by Professor Eastman and Commander Sampson. At 17^.3,

mean time, thick fog prevented further observations.

Tail.—The tail, to the naked eye, extended to within 1° of a Hydra^ (/. c, 17°

in length), though with the aid of the comet-seeker it was followed by Professor

Eastman up to that star. It was nearly 5° wide at its extremit)^, and 2° wide at a

distance of 3° from the head. The stmthern side was sharp, well defined, and, near

the middle, verv bright, with the same black fissure noticeable immediately next this

bright part; the northern side was broken and discontinuous.

Outer-Envelope.—I think this "envelope," especially on the southern side, was a

little more pronounced than it was yesterday morning. There were no stars conven-

iently situated for plotting the exact outlines,- but a sketch from careful estimations

is given in Plate V, Octoher 7.71. The light extended but very little beyond the

head of the comet.

October 8.7, 1882. Observer ; Frisby. 9.6 inch Equatorial.

" Comet j^recetfes, soutJi of star." Twenty-two comparisons in right ascension were

made, and seven in declination. The star was Weisse X, 472, or Lamont 74.2.

Nucleus.—The condensation of parts of the nucleus was nuich more decided than

on previous mornings. At least three of these condensations were seen; the brightest

one beyond the middle, towards the tail; one near this, towards the tail, and one I'ather

spread out, towards the head.

Tail.—There appeared to be a fan-shaped division in the tail.

October 9.7, 1882. Observer : Eastman. 9.6-inch Equatorial.

Compared comet with gth-magnitude star, sonfli, precedbii) ; six comparisons of

right ascension, and four of declination. Both ends of the nucleus were observed, the

difference of right ascension between the ends being 2^I2 ^ 31 "-8.

The star was identified as Weisse X, 437. In the table on page 36 the right

ascension of the foUouii/g end of the nucleus is given, and the declination of the

center. To reduce the observed right ascension, to the center of the nucleus, a correc-

tion of — r\o6 must therefore be applied.

October 9.7, 1882. Observer: Winlock. 9.6-inch Equatorial. 4-inch Comet-Seeker. ^

Nucleus.—The comet-seeker showed the nucleus as a haz}- but very bright,

'

elongated mass, still a little eccentric with-regard to the head. With the 9.6-inch
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equatoria] and the usual power of 132, 1 could not, at first, make out the "o-raius"

composing the nucleus, but at 17'' 10'", mean tinu% with twilioht increasing- and a

much clearer atniospliere, 1 made out tour distinct |)oints and a "tail." These points

were situated on a curve slightly convex towards the south.

The luiclear mass was narrower than wlien last observed; its length al)Out five

times its width.

A sketch of the luu.-leus and liead as tliey appeared at tliis time in the 9.6-incli

equatorial .is given in Plate I.

Tail.—The tail, to the naked eye, extended 0.9 of the distance to a Hydra-, or

14°. In the comet-seeker it was followed to' a Hydra', a distance of about 16°. The
fork in the tail near a Hydra^ had become more conspicuous.

(JuTEK-ENVKLOPE.^The outer-euvelope was better defined than before, aiul

extended farther arouiul the head. The head and envelope were plotted from the

positions of the stars Weisse X, 435, 437, 450, and two faint stars not identified.

Plate V, Octolicf 9.71.

October 10.7, 1882. Observer ; Winlock. 9.6-inch Equatorial.

NucLEi^s.—The beaded appearance of the nucleus was still its most pi-omiuent

characteristic. I could not distinguish more than three of tlie bright points, the

middle one being broader and rounder than any I had seen on the previous morning.

This appearance may have been due to the poor seeing. From a micix>meter measure-

ment, the width of the nucleus at its broadest part was 0.585 rev. r= 9". The curva-

ture of the nucleus was not noticeable.

Tail.—a Hydra was just beyond the northern corner of the tail, which was
therefore 16° long.

Stars from the third to seventh magnitude were seen, with no apparent diminution

of brightness, through the most dense portions of the tail.

( )ijter-Exvi.;lofe.—-The outlines of the outer-envelope and tail are given in Plate

V, Octohi-r 10.71. The envelope was brighter and more shar|)ly defined than before.

^

October 14,7, 1882. Observer : Eastman. 9.6 inch Equatorial.

"Compared comet A\ith two pn-ceflii/rj and vorf/i stars." 'V\\e piercdinn of the two

was Weisse X, 2S2, and y\\M\\ this the comet's position depends. , The second star was

not identified. 'J'wenty-five compaiisons in right ascension were made, and three in

declination. Both ends of the nucleus were observed, the difference in right ascension

between the two ends (practically tlie length of the nucleus) being 2187 = 43".05.

In the table on page 36 the right ascension of the foUoicim/ end is given and

tlie north polar distance of the center, as observed. 'I'o reduce the right ascension to

the right ascensi()n of tlie center a coirection of — 1''-4-| must be applied to the tabular

(juantity.

October 14.7, 1882. Observer: Winlock. 9,6-inch Equatorial. 4-inch Comet-Seeker.

Nucleus.— 16'' 20'" nu-an time ; seeing very poor. Nucleus ap])eared as a woolly

mass with no l)rig]it jioints visilde. At 17'' 15"', dawn coming on, and seeing as good
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as at any time during' the morning, still none of the l)rioht, stellar-like points were

made out. The foIloaHiif/ end of the nucleus was more condensed than the preceding

;

in the comet-seeker the micleus was quite round.

Head.—The head was a little flattened on the northern side.

Tail.—The tail was about 17'^ long and about 3°. 5 broad at the end. The

division or fork extended 3° or 4° from the northern corner, down towards the head.

The dark fisswre in the tail near its middle was still noticeable.

OuTER-EwELOPE.— 1
7''. 5, uieau time. A number of quite bright stars, con-

veniently situated and subsequently identified, enabled me to plot with considerable

accuracy the limits of this envelope, which now seemed almost closing in around the

head. ( )n the northern side the envelope extended as a thin streamer from a point

just south of the star Weisse X, 418 (about 1^.5 beyond the head), through Weisse

X, 274, wiiich was on its outer edge, backwards till it blended into the light of

the tail. On the southern side this "veil" could be traced only about half a degree

beyond the head. Following it towards the tail and passing about 5' south of Weisse

X, 236, it was lost in the brighter mass of the tail. The form and position of the

envelope are given in Plate V, Octohcr 14.71.

October 15.7 and 24.7, 1882. Observer: Sampson. 4-inch Comet-Seeker with Spectroscope.

' " Examined spectra of nucleus and tail. 'I'he former consisted of three bands

usual! \ .seen in 'spectra of comets. All three were brightest and sharpest on least

refrangible side, the central band being much brigiiter than either of the others. The

s})ectrum of the tail was continuous, but brightest in the green."

October 24.7, 1882. Observer : Frisby. 26-inch Equatorial.

Comet south, fnlhurhifj star. Se\'enteen comparisons in right ascension were made,

and four in declination. Star identified as (). Arg. S. 10429—30.

October 24.7, 1882. Observer; Winlock. 26-inch Equatorial.

Nucleus.—The nucleus was much elongated, with a decided poir.t of condensa-

tion near the /oUotrli/fj end. A sketch (Plate I), made with a magnifying power of

186 diameters, showsUhat four and perhaps live "hcd/ls" could be distinguished, the

second one (counting from the following end) being by far the most prominent.

Hi.>,vi..—The head was nebulous and ill-defined; a little flattened on the northern

side.

^Pau..—The tail was about 12° long; somewhat fViinter than when last seen;

brighter on southern than on northern side.

Outer-Envelope.— The outer-envelope was looked for with the 5-inch finder

attached to the Great Equatorial, but was not seen. Seeing good.
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November 2.7, 1882. Observer : Winlock. 26-inch Equatorial.

NucLKUS.—Obsevvations made at about 17'', mean time. Tlie im

and more elongated tlian on October 24. Three, aiul perliaps tom-, l)rio-

be made out, with an indistinct nebulous nia.s.s jircrcdir/f/ and

folloivUiy. The i)oints were, as on October 9, on a euirve a little

convex towards the south. ,

Calling these points in their order from the folhiii-uiy end,

or end towards the sun, i, 2, 3, etc. (Fig. i), the following

measurements were made with tlie filar micrometei' for deter-

mining the distances between tiie points 1 and 2, i and 3.

The value of one revolution of the micrometer screw is

9".9479. (See Appendix I, 1877, page 41.)

Coincidence of fixed and movable thread at 63'.995.

Micrometer Measures of Nucleus.—Noreiuher 2.7, 1882.

p . Reading of J)islancein ] Hslanoe in

Microni. Head. Revolutions. Seconds of ,Vrc.

I to 2 -

Mean
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November 2.7, 1882. Observer: Sampson. 26-inch Equatorial.

A series (_)f' micrometer mensure.s of the luicleus <>'ave the t'oUowinp' results. The
"Points" referred to are .sliowu in Fig. i, page 15:

Points I to 2 zr io''.[ (mean of 6 oLservations).

Points 2 to 3 ^ 9". 9 { I observation).

Length of Point i measured iu tlie direction i to 2, frum a single observation, 7".

2

November 5.7, 1882. Observer: Sampson. 26-inch Equatorial.

A series of micrometer measures of tlie mu'leus was made with tlie following

results (Fig. i, page 15):

Points I to 2 := 16".4 (mean of 3 observations).

Points I to 3 — 26".! (mean of 3 observations).

November 8.7, 1882. Observer: Winlock.

riie comet was still quite bright.

Tail about 10° long; much brighter along the southern than along the northern

side.

November 13.7, 1882. Observer: Winlock. 26-inch Equatorial.

The comet was seen tlu'ough occasional bi-eaks in the clouds.

Nucleus.—The development of the nucleus lias continued. The sketch made on

this date (Plate II) shows the two prominent points of condensation vvitli a third, and

perhaps fourth, out in the direction of the tail. The whole nucleus is in shape not

unlike a longitudinal section of a weaver's shuttle.

Tlie distance between the first and third bright points (Points i and 3, Fig i,

page 15), from three micrometer measurements, was 2'.34 :zz 23". 3.

Tail.—The tail could be traced for about 10° from tiie nucleus. It was a little

more "fan- shaped" and somewhat fainter.

A pencil sketch shows the cleft running down 4° or 5- from the northern corner.

The southern half of tail is shown as the lirighter.o

November 15.7, 1882. Observer: Winlock. 26-inch Equatorial. Transit Circle.

Nucleus.—A magnitying power of 383 diameters was tried with the 26-ihcli

equatorial, but under it the nucleus appeared as a long, narrow, nebulous mass, with

a little more light to^vards the fuJ/oiciug end Using a magnifying power of i S6, better

I'esiilts were obtained, and the mea.surements in the table lielow \\ere made. The

sketches on this date show but two points of condensation, the i>reredui(i one being

extended in a narrow ridge of light in the direction of the tail. The nucleus was very

much elongated, narrow, haz\', and indistinct.

The pdsitwii uiufh' of the major axis of the nucleus, or of the line joining the

points I and 2, was measured liy bringing the nucleus between the micrometer wires set

about 10" apart; the reading of the position circle was then 12^.0, and the zero of the

circle being at 321°. 4, we lias^e for the resulting position angle

309"4-
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III making- the measures of ilistances in tlie table, the position circle read 99'^.
2;

consequently these measured distances must be nuiltiplied by

cos 2°. 8 to give true distances.

In the following- table are the separate readings of the

micrometer and the reduction to seconds of arc. Fip-ure 2

will show the part of the nucleus indicated in the cohunn headed

" Points." The other columns are, T think, sufKcienth' ex-

plained by themselves.

Ooincidence of fixed and movable micrometer threads at

63' 964. (One revolution of screw zr 9".95.)

Micrometer Measures ofI Nucleus.—November 15.7, 1882.

Points.
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since September 20.96, was made this morning. I picked up the nucleus readily by

sweeping; it was very much elongated, woolly, and a difficult object to observe. I

observed what, from previous examination with tJie 26-inch, I judged to be the position

of the main point of condensation near the following end. This is shown in Plate IV,

"November 15.74, 1882."

November 17.7. Observer: Sampson. 26-inoli Equatorial.

The extreme length of the nucleus, a to 6, Fig. 2, page 17, from the mean of two

measures was 80". 6.

November 18.7, 1882. Observer : Winlock. 26 inch Equatorial. Transit Circle.

Nucleus.— I noticed that the light was more "bunched" about the ^'sunward'' end

of the nucleus than ever before. (26-inch Equatorial, 17'' io"\ mean time.)

For the position angle of the major axis of the nucleus, the following settings

were made

:

Circle Readings S
1 0.0

'I 13.2

Mean 1 1.6

Resulting position angle

309°-8-

But two points of condensation in the nucleus were seen. Several measurements

of the distance between these points were made under a magnifying power of 186

diameters, and are given in detail. The micrometer threads being inclined at an

angle of 83°. 7 to the line joining the points in question, the measured distances are to

be multiplied by the sine of that angle to reduce them to true distances.

The coincidence of fixed and movable threads was assiimed at 63'.996. (Value

of I rev. =: 9"-95.)

Micrometer Measures of Nucleus.—November 18.7, 1882.

Points.
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For the transit circle observation t}ie seeing was better than on November 1 5.

Dark field was used, and the main point of condensation near the follotving end of the
nucleus observed. (Plate IV, "November 18.73, 1882.")

November 18.7, 1882. Observer: Sampson. 26-inch Equatorial.

Micrometer measures of nucleus: (Fig. 2, page 17.)

Points I to 2 = 20". 3 (mean of 3 observations).

Points I to 3 zz 33".o (i observation).

November 20.7, 1882. Observer: Winlock. Transit Circle.

With the 26-inch I made no observations. The following notes were made in
connection with the transit circle observation of position. (Aperture, 8.5 inches-
magnifying power, 186.)

Nucleus.—No sharp point of condensation could be seen, though the nucleus
was decidedlj^ brighter near the following end. It was this brighter part that I
observed. (Plate IV, "November 20.72, 1882.") A star of about 8.5 magnitude
was immediately south, following the nucleus, and is given in its estimated position in

Plate IV. Seeing, fair.

Head.—The head, as it entered the field, was quite well defined, especially on
the northern side.

Tail.—The tail I could make out in the transit circle, crossing the field about 3
minutes before the nucleus. To the naked eye it was about 15° long, and at its

extremity its width was about equal to the distance between the stars S Orionis and
^ Orionis, or about 3°. The split in the tail, extending more than half its length, was
still noticeable.

November 21.7, 1882. Observer: Winlock. 26-inch Equatorial. Transit Circle.

Nucleus.—Examined the nucleus carefully with tlie 26-inch Equatorial; power,
1 86. It was more extended and was narrower than on previous dates, presenting a thin
line of light with two bright points of condensation. (A drawing of the liead and
nucleus is given in Plate 11.) In size and brightness I could detect but little difference

between these points. If there is any diff"erence, the preceding is a little the smaller
For the position angle of the nucleus the following settings were made

:

Circle Readings - -
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In making the transit circle observation I ti'ied to observe the brightest part of

the nucleus, near the following end. Observation quite satisfactory.

November 22.7, 1882. Observer: Winlock. Transit Circle.

Nucleus presented a blurred and ill-defined appearance ; not quite as long as

on November 18. A loth-magnitude star was just preceding the northern end.

(Plate IV.)

The following note was entered in the observing-book : "Seeing, pretty good.

Moon does not seriously interfere. Can see no trace of comet when field is at all

illuminated. Point observed, jierhaps a little premdiufi that observed on previous

mornings."

Head.—The apparent lower or northern side of the head was seen sharply defined

before the nucleus entered the field ; biit, as before, the southern side fades out

gradually without any definite limit. Excepting a slight decrease in brightness but

very little change has taken place in the head during the past month.

Tail.—In the moonlight the tail was faint and only about 7° long. After the

moon had disappeared the tail could be followed about 12°.

November 24.7, 1882. Observer: Winlock. Transit Circle.

Obtained a meridian observation of position. Owing to the moonlight the comet

was barel}' visible. Two stars, iith and 9.5 magnitude, respectively, slightly pre-

ceded the nucleus, and are given in their relative positions in Plate IV.

December 2,7, 1882. Observer : Winlock.

1
5''. 5 Washington mean time: comet faint.

Tail between 6° and 7° long.

December 3.7, 1882. Observer ; Sampson. 26-inch Equatorial.

Micrometer measures of nucleus (Fig. 2, page i 7)

:

Points I to 2 zz 23".! (mean of 4 oljservations).

Points a to ^ zr 102". i (i observation).

December 3.7, 1882. Observer: Winlock. 26 inch Equatorial. Transit Circle.

Nucleus in the transit circle was but little changed since the last observntions

It was more sharply defined on the foUoiring than on the, preceding side.

With the 26-inch the following measurements were made:

For position angle

—

o

[346.2

Circle Headings - -
| 348.8

I 3494

Mean - - - - 348.1

Resulting position ang-le.

3ii°-2>-
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Three points of condensation were seen: numbering them i, 2, 3 (Fig. 2,

page 17) as before, in their order from the foUoiviivi or southern end of tlie nucleus,

2 and 3 were close together (about Yi as far apart as i and 2). The distance i to 2,

and the length of the nucleus, "over all," were measured with the filar micrometer.

Coincidence of fixed and movable threads 93^774 (i rev. zzz 9".95).

Micrometer Measures of Nucleus.—December j.j, 1882.

Points.
Reading of

Microm. Head.
Distance in Distance in

Revolutions. Seconds of Arc,

1

I to 2
1

Mean
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Metkor.—At about i4''.5, mean time, a meteor as bright as Sirius passed from

near the zenith, do\^nward across Orion's belt.

December 28.5, 1882. Observer: Winlock. Transit Circle.

The comet was invisible to the naked eye on account of moonlight.

Nucleus very faint and difficult to observe. A faint 10.5 magnitude star was just

below the middle of the nucleus, and a star a little brighter followed 4 ©r 5 seconds at

about the same declination. The approximate relative positions of the nucleus and

these two stars are shown in Plate IV. The nucleus was terminated by a nearly

straight and vertical line on the following side, and was rounded and somewhat more

indistinct and nebulous on the preceding side.

The part of the nucleus observed was about 5" south of the 10.5 magnitude star.

It seemed to me the center of light, and was, perhaps, a little farther from the "sunward"

end of the nucleus than the point observed on previous occasions.

December 30.5, 1882. Observer : Winlock. Transit Circle,

Observation for position is only a[>proximate: two threads in right ascension:—one

bisection in declination. Comet too faint to observe well.

February 1.4, 1883. Observer : Winlock. 26-inch Equatorial. Transit Circle.

The comet was readily seen in the finder.

Nucleus.—Examined the nucleus carefully with the 26-inch and power of 186.

There has been very little change since the last observations I made with the equato-

rial, December 3. The three points of condensation visible were sharp and nearl}^

equidistant, lying along a straiglit line in the general direction of the axis of the head

(Plate III). 1 think the two preced'nifj points (as the comet now culminates before

midnight, what was formerly the folloivmg end is now the precediwi) are a little nearer

together than the middle and following points ; only two of these were seen at first,

but a close inspection showed the ihxvA, foUoiving ; the middle point was the brightest.

The line of light connecting these points, and with them forming- the extended and

complex nucleus of the comet, was fainter than on December 3.

' By noting the time it took the nucleus to pass out of the field, I formed a rough

estimate of its length and the distances apart of the bright points, as follows:

The points are designated as before, except that they are now numbered from the

preceding end of the nucleus (Fig. 3, page 23).

Points I to 2 — 35"

Points 2 to 3 zr 42"

Points a to fc n 80"

Head.—The outline of the head is somewhat difficult to trace, though, on the
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southern side it is comparative!}- well defined ; on the northei-n side the nebulosity
extends farther out than on the southern

The transit circle observation of ])osition was not very satisfactory. The neljulous
mass, presenting sometln'ng like a condensed center when it entered the field, was
almost entirely lost when it reached the illuminated threads. Tried to observe the
center of illumination.

February 23.3, 1883. Observer: Frisby. 26-inch Equatorial.

"Looked at comet h, 1882 ; very faint; 3 condensations of light, middle one the
brightest; preceding one, probably, a little brighter than the other."

February 23.3, 1883. Observer : Winlock. 26inch Equatorial.

Nucleus.—8''.2, moan time. The nucleus appears very much ;is it did Februar^' i.

It is fainter on account of poor seeing and moonligjit. Three bright points are visible

(Plate III); the middle point brightest and about equal to a star of the 12th magni-
tude, which follows; the preceding point is next in brightness, and the folloiving point
very faint. For the position angle of the line joining the preceding with the following

point, we have

Circle reading's,

[65-1

-!6o.8

[62.0

Resulting j)osition angle

Mean 62.6

76°.5

February 26.3, 1883. Observer: Hall. 26 inch Equatorial.

Magnifying power 186 The comet is an easy object in the finder

Nucleus.—In the telescope the comet shows three

points of condensation: i, 2, 3, Fig. 3 ; 2 and 3 are

nearly of the same brightness, but 3 may be a little

the brighter of the two; i is very ftiint. The spaces

between i, 2, 3, and 4 are filled with faint nebulous

matter. The brightest pai t of this matter seems to be
around 3.

The following measures were made with the filar

micrometer

:

For position angle,

Circle Readings, 7''. 9, m. t.

Resulting position angle
Mean

64.2

61.6

60.4

61.6

61.9

77-2
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Micrometer Measures of Nticleiis.—Fehruary 26.3, 1883.
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February 27,4, 1883. Observer : Winlock. 26 inch Equatorial.

Nucleus.—Seeing, reinarkubly iine. Examined nucleus with powers of i86 and

383: very mucli extended, but not much fainter than on February i. Phite 111,

"Februarv 27.36, 1883," shows the appearance of the comet on this date.

Four bright points (Fig. 3, page 23) were distinctly seen, and a fifth suspected,

about ^o" foUowing 4.

February 28.3, 1883. Observer : Eastman. Transit Circle.

The following note accompanies the observation ot position:

"Observed the middle point, between second and third points in the nucleus.

Could not see anything fainter."

March 3.3, 1883. Observer; Winlock. 26 inch Equatorial. Transit Circle.

Nucleus.—S''.5, mean time, 26-inch Equatorial: Points i, 2, and 3 (Fig. 3,

page 23) are about equal in brightness, and of about twelfth magnitude. 4 is some-

what fainter. The whole nuclear system is inclosed in a nebulous envelope, broad in

the middle and tapering ott' at the extremities. A drawing of the nucleus, as it

appeared at this time, "is given in Plate III.

In the transit circle the nucleus appeared as merely a faint streak, with two ver}'

difficult points of condensation. I observed the following point, which was apparently

the brighter. Twc? stars, of about eighth magnitude, were son.tli, preceding the point

observed. The twelfth magnitude, seen in the 26-inch, I did not see here.

April 4.3, 1883. Observer : Winlock. 26-inch Equatorial.

At 8'', mean time, I could make out but one point of condensation in the nucleus

with certainty, though the existence of another was suspected. The point seen was

near the middle of an extremely faint, nebulous streak of light, some 20" to 30" long,

extending ver}- nearly in the direction of a parallel of declination. At this time a

light haze covered the part of the sky towards which the telescope was directed, and

it would be impossil)le to represent in a sketch the little wisp of light which indicated

the presence of the comet.

April 4.3, 1883. Observer : Frisby. 26-inch Equatorial.

Comet precedes, .wntli of star. Twelve comparisons of right ascension were made,

and four of decHnation : star identified as Weisse V, 1497. (8'' 22'", mean time.)

Three points of light were seen at times, the foUowiiig one being the brightest

and the preceding the faintest: t\\Q folio iv 11tg point was observed.

2350 APP I—
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SUMMARY OF OBSERVATIONS.

NUCLEUS.

The nucleus, on tlie afternoon of September 19, 1882, "presented very much the

appeai-ance of a bird with wings extended." The coma forming- these "wings" was

lost about October 3, and on October 4 a small central condensation was noted. The

length of the nucleus was then 15" or 20", and width 4". ()n October 6, the weather

having been unfavorable fqr several da\s previous, the breaking up of the nucleus

was first seen: there were three [)oints of condensation, connected and surrounded

bv nebuloiis matter, the light being nowhere discontinuous. From tliis date forward

tlie development, or disintegration, continued as long as tlie comet was observed, the

•j)oints g-raduallx' separating and the nebulous matter surrounding them becoming-

fainter, till the outer points seemed almost isolated from the rest of the nucleus. The

greatest number of points, five, was recorded on Octol)er 24, 1882, and also (the fifth

l)eing a, little doubtfid) on Feljruary 27, 1883. When last measured, February 27,

1883, the distance l)etween the extreme points visible was 106".

Sketches of the vuu'leus were made on Octoljer 6, 9, 10, 24, Novend)er 2, 13, 15,

18, 21, and l)ecendjer3, 1882, and February i, 2^, 27, March 3, 1883. The sketches

of October 9, 24, November 13, 21, Februarv i, 23, 28, Marcli 3, are reproduced in

Plates I, II, and III, showing- the changes which took place. Plate IV, giving the

appeai-ance of the nucleus in the transit circle, will fui'iiish in itself a resume of the

various aspects of the comet while under observation with that instrument.

Table I, on the following- i)age, contains a summarv of the micrometer measures

and the estimates made of tiie nucleus, with descriptive notes. The 9.6-incli P]qua-

torial was used until October 24.7; on that and following dates the 26-inch.

In the colunm "( )bserv(M'", H is for I'rof A. Hall; Sn, (jonnnander W. T.

Sampson; E, Prof J. R. Kastman; F, Fi-of K. Fi;[si;y; W, Assistant Astronomer W
C. WiNLOCK. In "Points of Nucleus", reference is made to Fig. i, page 15, Fig. 2,

page 17, and Fig. 3, page 23.

Tlie numbers printed in full sized brevier t\pe indicate netual measurements or

estimates. The small figures are distances which, it will be seen, are directly deducible

from these measurements.

27
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Table I.

—

Summary of Observations of Nucleus.

[Large figures are actual measurements or estimates: small figures are derived from tliem.]

I'oints of Nucleus.

I to 2. I to 3. 2 to 3. , 3 to 4. 17 to />.
:
c to 1/. (/ to 1 . 2 to />.

NOTES.

1882.

Sept. 19. I

29.7

Oct. 2.

8

4-7

6.7

S. 7

10.7

M14

24-7

Nov. 2. 7

5-7

13-

7

15-7

17-7

21.7

Dec. 3. 7

5.6

W

E.

W.

15

.
, Nucleus looked liUe a bird with

\^ings extended.

Distances estimated. Irregular.

Woolly, .\lmost circular, \\ith a

slight indication of wings. No

elongation or di\ision noted,

i". . Small central condensation in nu-

cleus 3^ of its length from end

nearest tail.

F. ' . 2, possibly 3 condensations.

W. . . 27 4 .... 3 bright points; middle one larg-

est and brightest, and about 4"

wide and 12" long (micrometer

meas.l. Total length estimated.

E. . . . At least 3 condensations.

E. . . 31. S Fromdiff. of k. A. I)et\\een the end.s.

W. . 4 di.stinct points and "tail" lying on

a curve slighly convex to the south.

3 Iiright points, mivklle largest ; widlii

from micrometer meastires.

From diff. of R. A. between the cutis.

\o bright i)ctinls seen.

Much elongated. 4 or 5 "beads"

seen; second the most proniinenX.

3 or 4 liright points; nucleus more

elongated; nebulous. Microme-

ter measures.

Length of point I - ""2. Pilar

micrometer measures.

Filar micrometer.

^V. . . . . 23. 3 . . . . . 2 prominent points and a 3d ant! per-

: haps 4th. F'ilar micrometer.

I

'

i

\V. 309.4 iS. o . . . . . . g2.i 9. 9 ' 71. 5 I 38.6 'Elongated, narrow, indistinct. 2

points visible. Filar micrt^meter.

Sn. . . ........ So. 5 • F'ilar micrometer.

W. 309. 8 20. 2 . . . F'ilar micrometer.

20. 3 I 3^.0 ' T, , F'ilar micrometer.

W.

E.

W.

W.

W.

Sn.

Sn.

12.4 2.7

4j-0

55- 9 5

9. 9

16. 4 26. I

Sn.

Sn.

W.

Sn.

12.7

3^3-^

34-4

29. 6

Thin line of light with 2 points

nearly eijual in brightness. F'ilar

micrometer.

F'ilar micrometer.

105. 6 3 points seen; dist. 2 to 3, estimated

as u',dist. I to 2. F'ilar microm.

F'ilar micrometer.

102. I
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Taule 1.

—

Siiniiiiaii/ of Ohsi'rrnUom of XncleiL'<—Continued.

29

])ATE.

1883.

Feb. 1.4

26.3

27-4

Mar. i-i

April 4. 3
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areOutlines ot" the tail witli tlie Outer-P^nvelope, on October 6, 7, 9, 10, and 14,

given in Plate V.

Table II contains a summary of all observations of the tail, the figures relating

to the length and width being naked eye estimates. The obsei'vers are (F) Prof E.

Fkisby; (8) Assistant Astronomer A. N. Skinner, and (W) Assistant Astronomer

William C. Winlock.

Table IT.

—

Sumiiuiri/ of Obserraiions of the Tail.

DATE. M
I

.^ ." N( )TKS.

18
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Where it was possible, the h"iiiits of tlie eiiveloi)e, with j-etereiicc to aii\ iicioli-

borino- stars, were plotted at the telescope. In most cases the stars \\erc ideiititied, and
1 was thus enabled to give the outline of the enveloije with considei'able accuracy.

In the figures of Plate V, a Hydne served to fix the direction and extent of the tail,

the position of the head being known from observation.

The stars which are charted on Plate ^' are given in Table HI, arranged, with

the comet, in the order of right ascension.

Tablk ill.

—

Stars Plotted with the ''Outliws of 'U liter-Envelope' and Tali;' Plate V.

DATE.





OBSERVATIONS OF POSITION.

TRANSIT CIRCLE OBSERVATIONS.

Seventeen transit circle observations were obtained, the first on September T9.97,

1882, and tlie last, March 3.30, 1883.

A brief description of the instrument may be found on page 8 ; a more com-
plete description, with the manner of reducing observations, is given in the published

annual volumes.

As the final results of these observations of the comet will not apj)ear till the

volumes for 1882 and 1883 are published (at least two years), a preliminary reduction

has been made, and positions obtained, which, except for the correction '' J(p -\- Jz^''

are essentially the same as the final positions.

The north-polar distances have been corrected for refraction, and for flexure ot

the circle aiid telescope. The corrections Jq) and Jz to the assumed latitude and zenith-

point correction can only be deduced from a discussion of the whole year's work with

the instrument, and they, therefore, have not been applied. The sum of these out

standino- corrections waso

In 1876 = + 0.97

1877 - -f 0.45

1878 = + 1.39

1879 - - 0.75

1880 — + 4.06

As these corrections appear to follow no law, but are very irregular in amount,

we can only say, for the present, that the north-polar distances given, require a

certain constant correction for the observations made in 1882, and a different con-

stant for the observations in 1883. The value of this constant is (from inspecting the

values given above) probably in the neighborhood of + i".2, though it may be as

great as -f-
4". It might be remarked that this, in most of the observations, is merely

equivalent to introducing a little more uncertainty as to the part of the nucleus which

was observed.

In Table IV, on the following page,

The first column contains the mean solar date to hundredths of a day;

The second column gives the observer's initial: E. standing for Prof J. R. East-

man; S., Assistant Astronomer A. N. Skinner, and VV., Assistant Astronomer William

G. WiNLOCK;
2859 APP I .5 33
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The tliifd column g-ives the number of threads observed in right ascension;

The fourth and fifth columns, respectively, the apparent right ascension and

north-polar distance;

The sixth column, the number of bisections made with the zenith-distance

micrometer

;

The seventh column, the logarithm of the pi'oduct of the comet's distance from the

earth times the parallax.

The column "Remarks" is intended, principally, to indicate the part of the

nucleus which was observed on each occasion, but, for a more complete description,

reference must be made to the detailed observations, and to Plate IV, which is espe-

cially designed to accompany this table.

Table IV.

—

Besutts of Transit Circle Observations.

1 )ATE.
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EQUATORIAL OBSERVATIONS.

The 9.6-iiich and 26-incli equatorials were both used in detenniiiino- the position

of the comet. Necessary data respecting these instruments are given in tlie Inti-o-

duction.

Up to October 4.7, no stars bright enough for comparison were found in the

immediate vicinity of the nucleus. These observations are, therefore, dependent upon

the circles, the corrections to which were found by ])ointing on the sun, or some first

or second magnitude star in the same part of the sky. A single determination of

position consisted, generally, of observing the transit over three or five threatls, and

bisecting on two threads.

After October 4, the comet was compared with a star by the usual method of

differences of right ascension and declination.

In Table V are the results of the equatorial observations of position.

The first column contains the mean solar date to hundredths of a day;

The second column gives the observer's initial: E. standing for Prof J. R. East-

man; F., Prof E. Frlsbv ; and S., Assistant Astronomer A. N. Skinner;

The third column gives the equatorial used;

The fourth column, Washington mean time of observation;

The fifth and seventh columns, difiterences in right ascension and declination, respect-

ively, between the star and comet;

The sixth and eighth columns, the number of comparisons in right ascension and

declination, respectively

;

The ninth and eleventh columns, apparent right ascension and north-polar distance;

The tentJi and t/reJfth columns, the logarithms of the product of the parallax times

the distance from the earth;

The thirteenth column, a letter for reference.

Table VI, Comparison Stars: Equatorial observations.

The first column gives a reference letter;

The second column, for a, b, c, d, and e, the object by which the circle corrections

were found; for f <j, h, i, ,/, k, and I the names of the comparison star;

Tlie third and fiftJi, columns, the right ascension and declination, Ijrought down

to the beginning of the year from the Catalogues;

The fourth and sixth columns, reduction to the date of observation;

The seventh column, "Remarks" applied to the observation of the comet or to

the reduction of the star place.
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Table V.

—

Besults of Equatorial Observations.

DATE.



EXPLANATION OF PLATES.

The data upon which the plates depend were obtained from rough sketches and

notes made at the telescope. The drawings, with the exception of those in Plate V,

represent the comet as it appeared in an inverting telescope, the lower side being the

north (N.), and the left hand, ihepreceding (Pr.). The figures in Plates I, II, and III are

all on the same scale, so that the extension of the imcleus is represented as it was

observed. In Plates I and II the approximate shape of the head is shown, and a little

of this shape is still seen on February 1.34, 1883 (Plate III), but the nebulous matter

forming the head gradually faded out, till the nucleus was left a hazy streak of light,

studded with three or four bright points. Further details than those given below will

be foxmd under the dates of observation.

Plate I.

—

Drawings of the Nucleus and Head.

October g. J 2, 1882:—9.6-inch equatorial, magnifying power 132; the four bright

points, with the little elongated tail of the nucleus, are inclosed in a nebulous envelope,

and around this lies the head, a little tlattened on the north, following side; rather hazy

on the south. The points are on a curve, slightly convex to the south.

October 24.71, 1882:— 26-inch equatorial, magnifying power 186. "Four, and

perhaps five, 'beads' could be distinguished, the second one being by far the most

prominent," surrounded by the nebulous head.

Plate II.

—

Drawings of the Nucleus and Head.

ERRATA.

Page 37. For October 13. 71, 18S2, read November 13. 71, 1882.

For October 21. 70, 1S82, read November 21. 70, 18S2.

nebulous line of light, with three points of condensation. The outline of the head

sharper on the south than on the north side is to be noted.

February 23.34, 1883:—26-inch equatorial, magnilying power 186. Three bright

points along a nebulous ridge; middle point brightest, following point faintest.

February 2-j. 2,6, 1883:— 26-inch equatorial, magnifying power 186. Four bright

points seen, and a fifth, follouring, suspected; less light surrounding the nucleus than

before.
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Table V.

—

Results of Equatorial Observations.

Table VI.

—

Comparison Stars:—Equatorial Observations:



EXPLANATION OF PLATES.

The data upon which the plates depend were obtained from rough sketches and

notes made at the telescope. The drawings, with the exception of those in Plate V,

represent the comet as it appeared in an inverting telescope, the lower side being the

north (N.), and the left hand, t\\Qpreceding (Pr.). The figures in Plates I, II, and III are

all on the same scale, so that the extension of the nucleus is represented as it was

observed. In Plates I and II the approximate shape of the head is shown, and a little

of this shape is still seen on February 1.34, 1883 (Plate III), but the nebulous matter

forming the head gradually faded out, till the nucleus was left a hazy streak of light,

studded with three or four bright points. Further details than those given below will

be found under the dates of observation.

Plate I.

—

Brawings of the Nucleus and Head.

October g.y 2, 1882:—9.6-inch equatorial, magnifying power 132; the four bright

points, with the little elongated tail of the nucleus, are inclosed in a nebulous envelope,

and around this lies the head, a little flattened on the north, following side; rather hazy

on the south. The points are on a curve, slightly convex to the south.

October 24.71, 18^2:— 26-inch equatorial, magnifying power 186. "Four, and

perhaps five, 'beads' could be distinguished, the second one being by far the most

prominent," surrounded by the nebulous head.

Plate II.

—

Dratvings of tJie Nucleus and Head.

October 13.71, 1882:—26-inch equatorial, magnifying power 186. "Two promi-

nent points, with a third, and perhaps fourth, out in the direction of the tail."

October 21.70, 1882:—26-inch equatorial, magnifying power 186. The nucleus is

a narrow line of light with two points of condensation, nearly equal in brightness.

Plate III.

—

Drawings of the Niicleus and Head.

February 1 .34, 1 883 :—26-inch equatorial, magnifying power 1 86. A fine, straight,

nebulous line of light, with three points of condensation. The outline of the head

sharper on the south than on the north side is to be noted.

February 23.34, 1883:—26-inch equatorial, magnifjdng power 186. Three bright

points along a nebulous ridge; middle point brightest, following point faintest.

February 27.36, 1883:— 26-inch equatorial, magnifying power 186. Four bright

points seen, and a fifth, following, suspected; less light surrounding the nucleus than

before.
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March 3.35, 18S3:— 26-inch equatorial, magnifying- power 186. Four bright

points are inclosed in a nebulous envelope, broad in the middle and tapering off at the

extremities.

Pi,ATE IV.

—

Transit Circle Observations.

Plate IV is intended to show the part of the nucleus which was observed on differ-

ent dates with the Transit Circle, in order that it may be possible to compare these

observations with observations made elsewhere, and thus obviate, as far as possible,

the difficulties necessarily attending any discussion of the comet's motion on account

of the extended nucleus

The sketch on September 19.97 is partly from memory; on September 20.96 no

sketch was available, the observer reporting "the region of greatest condensation"

observed; the other sketches are from notes and diagrams made by the observer.

The close horizontal lines are the "double threads" of the declination system

with which the bisections are made; the vertical line, a thread of the right ascension

system, so that the intersection of this vertical line with the middle of the space

between the horizontal lines is the part of the nucleus which was observed. The little

sketches, showing how the nucleus appeared in the Transit Circle, will give an idea

of the difficulties encountered in trying to make an accurate observation of this comet.

Where any small stars were seen near the nucleus, they have been put down in their

approximate positions; most of these stars have been entered upon the Transit Circle

observing list, and will, in due time, be observed.

Plate V.

—

Outline of the Outer-Envelope and Tail.

A sufficient explanation of this plate, with a list of the stars plotted on each date,

will be found in the summary of observations of the outer-envelope, page 31, and on

pages I i and 14.
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PLATE I.

Pr. NOV 13. 71 . 1882 , 2.6 -IN. EQUATORIAL.
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PLATE Hr.

Pr. TEB. 134. 1883, 26 -IN, EQUATORIAL. PEB, 23.34,1883, 26'JN. EQUATORIAL.

Jnhu,-! Eipua LbliUi^Tir

FEB. 27 36.1883, 26 -IN. EQUATORIAL. MARCH 3.35,1883, 26 TN. EQUATORIAL.
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September19 97, 1882. November 15. 74, 1882. November 18 73, 1882.
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November 21:71, 1882. November 22. 71, 1882. November 24. 70, 1882.

December 4. 65, 1882. December 7. 64, 1882

December30.53,1882. February 1.33.1883. Febracu-y 28.30,1883. March 3 30.1333

December 3.65,1882.

December 11.62, 1882. Dccembcrm 54,1882.
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